Gale’s *Opposing Viewpoints In Context* Chrome Extension places library resources into users’ everyday workflow.

Once added to Chrome, the extension allows users to search *Opposing Viewpoints In Context* while running a Google search.

Results from *Opposing Viewpoints In Context* display alongside Google results, allowing easy retrieval of authoritative content.

**Gale’s Opposing Viewpoints In Context Chrome Extension**

**Seamless Workflow**
The Chrome extension meets users where they are by linking a Google search to results from *Opposing Viewpoints In Context*. This seamless inclusion of authoritative library content boosts research quality.

**Trusted Results**
Users can access quality Viewpoints, Academic Journals, and Reference through the extension. Premium content enhances Google search results with articles, essays, book reviews, and reports selected by Gale’s team of editorial experts.

**Quick Installation**
Access the Chrome Web Store’s extensions and search for *Opposing Viewpoints In Context* to get started.
SEARCH EXAMPLES

GOVERNMENT
Discover Viewpoint essays that showcase the various sides of an issue or topic. Many essays include critical thinking questions to consider while reading the article. Find articles such as “America First” Policy Works against America’s Interests” and “The Focus on School of Choice Has Resulted in Poorly Funded Schools”.

WAGE DISCRIMINATION
View content from Academic Journals for access to peer-reviewed articles written by experts. Articles like “Family Background and Earnings Inequality Among College Graduates” and “En-gendering Economic Inequality” provide scholars’ insights.

GLOBAL WARMING AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Explore Reference for overviews and context on hot-button topics. Authoritative information about “Sea Level Change”, “Greenhouse Effect”, and “Deforestation” provides context for further research.

LIBRARY RESULTS

HOW TO USE THE CHROME EXTENSION:
Once Gale’s Opposing Viewpoints In Context Chrome Extension is added to Chrome, it is easy to connect users to trusted content. When a user conducts a Google search, the extension appears to the right of the Google search results and defaults to a closed view. Users can click the Show button to view Opposing Viewpoints In Context results that complement their Google search. The Hide button closes the extension when a user’s research is complete.

LEARN MORE
If you require further assistance with Opposing Viewpoints In Context please ask your librarian or visit gale.com/training